back buckles have had their day . . .

NOW IT'S STOCKINGS
They did it, probably, out of spite. They got so tired, probably, of seeing the fashion spotlight focused on the men’s back buckles, flap pockets, thin ties, and 1920 coat styles, that they just couldn’t take it any longer. After all—Fashion is the proper property of Woman.

So this year the campus females kicked back into the fashion spotlight with a vengeance. And what they kicked with was encased in stockings.

Que hose!

There were the normal, everyday white ones up to here; and rakish red ones up to here, mind you; and blue and black and green ones up to HERE! And some of them even came up to—well, can you imagine a pair of stockings ending at your waist?

Some Kappa Kappa Gammas paper-dolled themselves up in these new-fangled fads and the result is what you see in these two pages. Is it the coming thing for alumnae?

These Kappas claim the stockings keep them warm on chilly campus hikes. But since the stockings hike about on warm days as well as chilly ones, the best reasoning has it that the Coeds are just tired of being outdone by the Eds.